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Sound designers also grew more prominent. With the advent of Dolby and 5.1 surround sound, sound designers had to consider the atmosphere and vibe of films, and adjust their design choices accordingly. TMS came to be a principal unit for UA, where they worked on The Hidden, The Dark
Side of Town, Bachelor Party, Shag, and many more. During this long, revitalized period, the studio released a different kind of film. UA went back to its roots and made films like Power, 101 Dalmations, The Outsiders, A Fish Called Wanda, and The Longest Yard. Well-known directors like
Cameron Crowe, Nora Ephron, Julia Roberts, James L. When a movie is a blockbuster, with hundreds of millions of dollars in global revenues, the films rights are controlled by the studios. The studio also plays a huge role in finding and financing future blockbusters. Fortunately for fans, UA

continues to release major, award-winning films including X-Men, The Lion King and Avatar. Features were made at UA at rates of 15 to 30 a year, so it was common for movies released in early to mid-year to have titles from previous years. UA brought in some interesting filmmakers who were
somewhat out of the mainstream. It was also a time when UA was trying to be more varied. They were marketing to a wider audience, which led to the 1986 reissuing of 2 1/2 years of UA films. UA later found itself focusing on music-related films, including the Oscar-winning Braveheart and Ray.

Katz remembers when the studio planned to make its first science-fiction film. The project was the sci-fi classic Vanishing Point, starring Barry Newman and Rod Steiger. When UA decided to go with a more mainstream sci-fi comedy in 1941, UA Pictures was dissolved, and its properties were
reassigned to other divisions.
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kevin downes career of producing, acting, directing, and writing spans more than 25 years. some of kevins fan-favorite roles include
shane fuller in courageous, video-game loving kevin in moms night out, series-regular roles on hitting the breaks and malibu dan, as well
as a brief cameo in the 2018 box-office hit, i can only imagine starring dennis quaid. he just wrapped portraying st louis rams quarterback
coach john ramsdell in the upcoming kurt warner biopic, american underdog. kevin has produced six films with the erwin brothers: moms
night out, woodlawn, i can only imagine, i still believe, and the two upcoming films, the unbreakable boy and american underdog. early in

his career, he produced the critically acclaimed like dandelion dust from best-selling author karen kingsbury, which won more than a
dozen awards at prestigious film festivals around the world. it's pronounced paw-rick, not pad-raig. now that's out of the way, a brief

introduction. padraig has been writing about film online since 2012, when a friend asked if he'd like to contribute the occasional review or
feature to their site. a part-time hobby soon blossomed into a career when he discovered he really loved writing about movies, tv and

video games; he even (arguably) had a little bit of talent for it. he has written words for den of geek, collider, the irish times and screen
rant over the years, and can discuss anything from the mcu - where hawkeye is clearly the best character - to the most obscure cult b-
movie gem, and his hot takes often require heat resistant gloves to handle. he's super modern too, so his favorite movies include jaws,

die hard, the thing, ghostbusters and batman. 5ec8ef588b
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